15 March 2021

Excellency,

At the request of H.E. Ms. Joanna Wronecka, Permanent Representative of the Republic of Poland to the United Nations, and H.E. Ms. Alya Ahmed Saif Al-Thani, Permanent Representative of the State of Qatar to the United Nations, co-chairs of the Intergovernmental Negotiations (IGN) on the Question of equitable representation on and increase in the membership of the Security Council and matters related to the Security Council, I have the honour to inform you that a spill-over room (CR4) with limited participation based on first come first serve, has been assigned to follow the third informal meeting of the IGN, scheduled for 16 and 17 March 2021.

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration.

Volkan BOZKIR
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New York